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ABSTRACT
Pixel Privacy task focuses on the protection of user-uploaded multimedia data online. Specifically, it benchmarks image transformation
algorithms that protect privacy-sensitive images against automatic
inference. The image transformations should block automatic classifiers that infer sensitive scene categories and increase (or maintain)
image visual appeal at the same time. The task in 2019 is to develop
image transformations under the condition that all information
of the attack model is available for transformation development.
Under this white-box setting, the decreased accuracy of the attack
model and the visual appeal of the protected images are considered
for protection evaluation.
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INTRODUCTION

The MediaEval Pixel Privacy task aims to promote the development
of algorithms that protect the privacy-sensitive information of usergenerated multimedia data online. To achieve this goal, participants
are encouraged to develop image transformation algorithms that
increase (or maintain) the visual appeal of images, while at the
same time protecting privacy-sensitive information in the images.
Ideally, Ideally, users should find that the transformed images are
interchangeable with the original image, for whatever purpose the
original image was intended. The transformed images should be
able to mislead automatic scene classifiers.
The task is motivated by the potential risk of the privacy-sensitive
information implicit in user-generated data, which is accumulated
by large social networks. Accumulated social media data can be
misappropriated for commercial purposes that are not transparent
to users [9]. Although algorithms [11, 13] have been developed
to improve the the situation of privacy protection in multimedia
online, users themselves still do not have many choices to control
the information implicit in their own multimedia data. In addition,
given the large amount of accumulated data, potential privacy risks
could be aggravated by massive data breaches [9]. Privacy-sensitive
information can be processed by automatic algorithms, allowing
malicious actors to select potential victims as the target for specific
crimes, a practice known as cybercasing [4]. For example, based on
user-uploaded images, the trajectory of an individual can be calculated by geo-location prediction algorithms based on computer
vision algorithms. This information can be exploited by a criminal
to plan a burglary by only accessing the visual contents of these
social photos. Combining mined information from different sources
is also likely to aggravate online crimes, e.g., telecommunication
fraud [1] or blackmail.
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Figure 1: Examples of validation images in MediaEval Pixel
Privacy task 2019. Images are randomly selected from category bedroom (top row) and closet (bottom row).
The Pixel Privacy task was introduced as a brave new task in the
MediaEval Multimedia Evaluation Benchmark in 2018 [8]. The task
focused on sensitive scene categories of social images, and required
participants to protect images against an automatic scene classifier.
Examples from the 2019 validation set are shown in Figure 1. In
2019, we again focus on the protection of sensitive scene categories
and use the same basic task formulation and source data. The task
has been refined in several ways in order to allow us to gain more
insight from the results. In 2019, we retain the whitebox setting,
meaning that the attacking classifier is known and all information of the attack model is available for protection development.
Also, we retain the untargeted setting, meaning that there is no
particular target class into which the image must be misclassified.
Instead, any misclassification counts as protection. The important
change for this year is that the test set only contains images that
the attacking classifier classifies correctly. For the purposes of evaluation, we find the images that the attacking classifier misclassifies
to be less interesting because they can be considered to already be
protected. Also, this year, we pay closer attention to the pipeline.
Specifically, images are downsized before being fed into the attack
classifier. Participants are required to protect the images in this
downsized format, to control for the impact of the downsizing on
the protection.
To achieve the goal of privacy protection and visual appeal improvement, researchers participating in the task may consider related work on different multimedia technologies. Image enhancement and style transfer [6] techniques can be exploited to increase
visual appeal and protect privacy. Early work showed the basic
ability of standard Instagram filters to block the inference of location information [3]. Last year, one participant paper [2] pursued a
color harmony based enhancement approach, which focused on improving visual appeal and another investigated style transfer [10].
Image aesthetics assessment [14] and image quality assessment
methods [5] could be helpful to control the visual quality of transformed images. Knowledge of adversarial examples in machine
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learning can also be applied for privacy protection purpose [10, 11].
However, in 2018, participants did not fully exploit the whitebox
information, which we hope they will do in 2019.
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TASK DEFINITION AND DATA

As stated above, the Pixel Privacy task 2019 focuses on the protection of privacy-sensitive scene category information of social
images. A scene category can be understood to be the identity of
the setting in which a photo was taken. Participants are asked to
develop protection approaches on validation set to decrease the
attack accuracy while increasing image appeal. Afterwards, these
developed approaches can be applied on test set images, and the
protected images are submitted for evaluation.
The task provides 60 privacy-sensitive categories chosen from
the original 365 scene categories from Places365-Standard dataset [15],
which were original introduced in 2018. The task data set is a subset
of this dataset. The Places365-Standard dataset contains 1,803,460
training images and 365 scene categories. The number of images
per category varies from 3,068 to 5,000. The attack algorithm is
trained to detect all 365 categories. The attack classifier in the task
is a PyTorch ResNet501 [7] classifier trained on the training set of
the Places365-Standard dataset, as was also used in 2018.
A validation set (MEPP18val) is provided to allow participants
to develop their image transformation algorithms. Figure 1 shows
examples of image from the validation set. We also provide a test
set (MEPP19test) to evaluate the performance of the transformation algorithms. MEPP18val contains 3000 images (50 from each
of the 60 classes), while MEPP19test contains 600 images (around
10 from each of the 60 classes). Note that if the original images
without modification can already block the attack model, no protection transformation is needed. Further, images which the original
version is incorrectly classified by the classifier, may be correctly
classified after transformation. To be able to measure protection
performance without interference from these effects, MEPP19test
is a subset of last year’s test set (MEPP18test), and contains only
the images that were correctly classified by the attack classifier.
Pixel Privacy task 2019 is a simplified version of social image
privacy protection, and in particular, uses an untargeted white-box
protection setting. Here, we provide some more details about what
this means. The white-box setting is that all information of the
attack model is available for image transformation development,
which means the exact neural network architecture, pre-trained
weights and related preprocessing details are available to participants. Untargeted setting defines no target categories for the protected images. In other words, if the predicted label is different from
the ground truth then the protection is successful.
Preprocessing the transformed images may have strong influences on the protection performance evaluation. For this reason, in
the task setting, no resizing and cropping are be applied in the processing step. Normalization is the only preprocessing step carried
out during evaluation. Small images (256*256) of Places365-Standard
dataset are used as standard input, and they can be downloaded
directly from the official website of places data set2 .
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For some creative image transformation ideas, it may not be
feasible to develop fully automatic transformation algorithms. To
leverage participants’ creativity and explore unexpected new ways
in improving the visual appeal, we also provide a special test set
(MEPP19test_manual). It is a subset of test set and contains one
image for each category. Manual image transformations can be applied on this special test set, and these images can also be submitted
for evaluation.
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EVALUATION

Participants submit the transformed test set for evaluation and each
team can maximally submit five runs. Submitted images will be
evaluated with respect to protection and appeal. The performance of
transformation approaches with respect to protection is evaluated
by measuring the drop of prediction accuracy of the attack model.
Once the prediction accuracy has reached a certain level of protection, performance of transformations with respect to appeal will
be carried out with an automatic aesthetics assessment algorithm.
To this end, the automatic algorithm NIMA [14] trained on the
AVA [12] dataset will be used for visual appeal evaluation, as was
also done in 2018. This evaluation method aligns with practical
needs from users for multimedia protective technologies.
In order to gain further insight in the appeal of images, we will
perform further manual assessment on cases in which the NIMA
scores for different protection algorithms diverge dramatically. We
will select the images that have the highest variance of NIMA
scores across runs submitted by all participating teams, and have
these images inspected by a small panel of computer vision experts.
The experts will choose the best and the worst examples from the
pool of all protected versions. These examples will be qualitatively
analyzed in order to gain further insight into the relative strengths
and weaknesses of the different protection algorithms.
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DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK

One question remains is that whether changing the label of the
image from the proper one to an arbitrary one is enough to help
users hide their privacy-sensitive information? From Figure 1, we
can imagine that if the label of an images is changed from bedroom
to closet, the criminal may still be able to mine the information that
this image is took from home. In this case, protection by changing
the ground truth label to an arbitrary one is not enough. Another
question is that in practical cases model information is not available,
which means that the white-box setup may not be valid for image
protection in real life.
Pixel Privacy task is a highly simplified task that defines how to
protect users’ multimedia data online in a user-controlled manner.
In practice, the social multimedia data may have different types,
e.g., text, video and speech data, and the threat models can be
complicated too. The goal of the task is to provide a foundation upon
which solutions addressing progressively more realistic versions of
the problem may be developed in the future.
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